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MapBooking - route planning, route optimzation and order booking

Many advantages of automatic route planning
Route planning and optimization with MapBooking typically provide a savings of driving time and mileage
between 7 and 20%. The potential savings depend on the routes complexity. If there are many routes
which varies from day to day it is typically in the upper end, while with few and relatively ﬁxed routes
typically is at the lower end.
The human brain is not particularly suitable for route planning. An experienced planner can easily plan
40 stops on 4 routes in maybe 10 minutes, but is often 10-20% from the optimum. With MapBooking
the routes are planned in 5-10 seconds and is very close to optimum. Companies make many antics in the
manual Route Planning - vehicles and customers are divided into districts, customers get long delivery
time slots, so you are reasonably sure, that the agreed can be keept, putting permanent limits on how many
stops or tasks a vehicle maximum can perform per route or workday. MapBooking manage routing without
all these antics!
An essential element of customer satisfaction is, that you delivers the agreed at the agreed time. With
MapBooking you can inform customers about the exact time slot, so they don´t have to stay at home
all day waiting for a delivery.
With MapBooking many employees experience a more satisﬁed workday - it applies to both staff in the
ﬁeld and staff in the ofﬁce, who are involved in Route Planning and customer related tasks.
All companies using MapBooking achieve administrative savings.

Gant diagram from MapBooking interface

Route planning where all requirements always adhered
MapBooking can in a short time optimizing several hundred routes. In spite of the short calculation time,
the algorithms in MapBooking ensures that the optimized routes meet all requirements for vehicles,
customers, orders and drivers.
The routes always meet the delivery time slot for each stop. Routes length is consistent with the desired,
both in relation to when the route must start and end, and in relation to driving time and working time.
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Routes are planned so all the capacities and restrictions always be respected. MapBooking can by default
handle up to 16 capacities and an inﬁnite number of restrictions. The difference in capacities and restrictions
are, that capacities are exhausted, while restrictions are conditions which always has to be met. A restriction
is for example, that customers who live in the ground ﬂoor can be operated by all cars, while customers who
live on the ﬁrst ﬂoor must be operated by vehicle with both driver and helper in case of a heavy delivery.
When routes are planned with MapBooking it is usually not possible, to reallocate a single stop without
making the routes worse.

Booking dialogue in the client software are used to book new tasks. The task are automatically committed to the cheapest vehicle
or placed on a desired vehicle. In connection with the booking MapBooking calculates the precise costs, associated with execution
of the task. The customer can immediately get the the time of delivery.

Client server
MapBooking is a client server application. For a single user installation MapBooking are typically installed
on a PC.
For multi-user installations and integration with external ERP and database systems MapBooking are
typically installed on a dedicated server and the client software are installed on a terminal server or on
users pc.
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In case of a full integration with the company's ERP system MapBooking are installed on a server and the
company's ERP system acts as a client to the MapBooking server.

Visualization of the routes give a quick overview of the planned routes.

Integration
MapBooking can be integrated with the company's ERP system regardless of the database. Many have
experienced IT projects running out of hand, when newly acquired IT systems shall be integrated with
existing IT systems. TetraSoft have in the company's early years also experienced, that integration projects
were far more complex than anticipated.
A number of years ago we took the consequence of that and recoded the whole integration, so MapBooking
now can be 100% integrated with corporate ERP and database systems without requiring greater technical
insight. Integration with external databases are now coded to take place through a Windows service. In this
model TetraSoft or the company's current ERP provider can typically integrate customer table, product table
order table and call of route calculation in a few days' work.
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